Abstract-To get a general mapping algorithm for any BPD(Business Process Diagram),depth-first traversal algorithm based component is designed to deal with any BPMN(Business Process Modelling Notation) model which is composed of the tasks, events, parallel join gateway, parallel fork gateway, databased XOR decision gateway and XOR merge gateway mapping BPEL. The generated BPEL code has good maintainability and extensibility. The algorithm is implemented in the SWF system developed by Python and its validity and usability has also been proved in practical application.
INTRODUCTION BPEL(Business Process Execution Language For Web
Services) has become a standard language of the business process in the field of web service [1] . The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [2] is a graph-oriented language so that it is easy to understand the process. Mapping algorithm from BPMN to BPEL has become an important research topic of workflow modeling .
BPEL can support 20 kinds of control models of business workflow. In the field of scientific workflow [3] , workflow language is mostly designed for a specific computing environment, all implementations of which lay emphasis up on mass calculation and the performance of the intensive use of parallel architecture. The paper, [4] summarized the data models and control models of SWF(Scientific Workflow) that BPEL supports to illustrates that how BPEL to adapt to the special geographic information process requirements of BPEL. Asif Akram [5] proved the possibility of BPEL becoming scientific workflow definition language by setting forth six demands.
The research, [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] ,introduce the four business workflow mapping algorithms.
The four kinds mapping algorithms above divide BPD into components and map BPD into BPEL through different mapping method. However, due to the randomness of these mapping methods, different readers can create different BPEL for the same BPD. So a mapping algorithm is proposed in this paper: Depth-first traversal algorithm based component. The mapping process is the only one for different readers for the same BPD.
By analyzing the feasibility of BPEL in SWF and the mapping algorithms of BWF, the paper presented:
Transform the traversal problem of BPMN model into a kind of important none-linear data structure: the search problem of graph structure. And apply the depth-first traversal algorithm to the algorithm that BPEL generated.
Depth-first traversal algorithm based on component makes the two main business standards that are BPMN and BPEL applied in SWF mapping algorithm. The algorithm has been implemented in SWF developed by Python and its validity and feasibility has been verified.
II. RELATED WORK
The two main current process specification standards are BPMN [11] that is a graph-oriented language and BPEL [12] that is a block-structured language. The BPMN is easy to understand for process designer, but there is no system that can execute BPMN model directly. BPEL has become a standard language of the business process in the field of web service, and its advantage is suitable for parsing and executing the process engine. But considering the grammatical complexity, BPEL is not easy to understand and use for process designer. Because different modeling tools have different implementations, and there is no unified definition for graphical representation of each element of BPEL [13] . SWF originated in BWF, but SWF can't completely use technology and standard of BWF. The main reason is that BWF is control flow oriented and it focuses on the change and its dependency of program module in the transaction process [14] , while the SWF is data-oriented, its focus is the change of each node in the process of scientific data and its influence to the scientific research [15] . The BPEL process is similar to a flow chart that expresses algorithm, and each step of the process is called an activity. The main activities of BPEL are introduced in [16] .
BPMN uses BPD (Business Process Diagram) to describe business processes. A BPD is made up of elements of BPMN. The main process structures of BPD are respectively sequential pattern, exclusive pattern, simple parallel branch, synchronization pattern, merger pattern, circulation pattern which is shown in Figure 1 .
III. MAPPING ALGORITHM

A. Concept of Component
Component is control mode. It is the component unit of BPMN process model, and it can be completed by different Table 1 shows the four components and respectively corresponding BPEL code. 
B. Depth-First Traversal Algorithm
The main graph traversal algorithms are depth-first traversal [17] and breadth-first traversal [18] .We used the depth-first traversal based on the structured activity to traverse the entire BPMN process. As shown in Figure 2 , firstly, make v1 the start node to traverse. Secondly, using depth-first traversal traverse the nodes that are adjacent to start node but have not been accessed. The traversal order of nodes in Figure  2 are: v1、v2、v4、v8、v5、v3、v6、v7.
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C. Principle of Mapping Algorithm
This paper combined the principle of component and the depth-first traversal algorithm together as the transformation algorithm from BPMN to BPEL. This mapping algorithm is a kind of strategy to hierarchical decomposition of the BPMN process. The main idea of the algorithm is regarding the entire BPMN process as a sequential structure, whose process is {start event, the sub process, end event}.The first step of algorithm is traversing the process tree of BPMN using depthfirst traversal algorithm. We will add the task node to the sequence-component if the subsequent node of parent node is a task node; and we will add the gateway node to the corresponding component if the subsequent node of parent node is a gateway node, and merge the corresponding gateway node as the corresponding component. Then traverse the internal nodes of component using depth-first traversal algorithm. When the merge node is traversed, the mapping process of the component is completed. Before recursion is completed, continue to traverse the subsequent nodes. The result of the mapping process is the BPEL code.
D. Description of Mapping Algorithm
(1) Make sure that the process model of BPMN is a wellformed BPD. In other words, there are only one start node and end node in BPD, which can be composed by the four components as shown in table 1.
(2) Create main process of sequential structure and add the start node and end node up to the main process. Scan the start node and create the corresponding BPEL tags that is <sequence> and its child node tag <start-event>.Then scan the successor nodes of start node.
(3) When the next node of process is empty, the next node is end node. Create the corresponding BPEL tag that is <end-event>. The end node means the end of the process. Add the tag of </sequence> and go to the step (5).
(4) If the next node is not empty, this algorithm can be divided into following several ways for different subsequent node type: (4-a) if the subsequent node is parallel fork gateway, according to the parallel fork structure in upper segment, we can regard it and its corresponding parallel join gateway as component, and record the numbers of branch and node types. Create the tag of BPEL <flow>, we should add the tag <sequence> before traverse the branch if the number of branches is more than 1.Then we should scan the subsequent nodes and go to the step (3).
(4-b) if the subsequent node is data-based XOR decision gateway, according to the exclusive structure in upper segment, we can regard it and its corresponding XOR merge gateway as component, and record the number of branch and node types. Create the tag of BPEL <switch>. We should add the tag <sequence> if the number of branches is more than 1.Then we should scan the subsequent nodes and go to the step (3).
(4-c) if the subsequent node is parallel join gateway, create the tag of BPEL </flow>.Then we should scan the subsequent nodes and go to the step (3).
(4-d) if the subsequent node is XOR merge gateway, create the tag of BPEL </switch>.Then we should scan the subsequent nodes and go to the step (3).
(4-e) if the subsequent node is loop structure, we can regard it as a while-component. Create the tag of BPEL <while>, then we should scan the subsequent nodes and go to the step (3).
(4-f) if the subsequent node is task node, create the tag of BPEL <invoke>.Then we should scan the subsequent nodes and go to the step (3).
(5) When the traversal is completed, the result of the mapping algorithm is the code of BPEL.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This mapping algorithm is illustrated by taking the example of the visualization of the SWF process about threedimensional volume rendering. The process of SWF is shown in Figure 3 .
As the mapping algorithm has been described, Figure 4 is the process of mapping algorithm of the SWF process shown in Figure 3 .
What shown in Figure 5 is the display about three dimensional stereogram with the help of VTK(visualization toolkit). Comparing with the four mapping algorithms mentioned in the introduction of this paper, the depth-first traversal algorithm based on component is much simpler to use when mapping the logical structure. Meanwhile, we avoid the complicated locating and judging in loop structure because of using the branch structure and the sub-process of loop structure. The algorithm can deal with tasks, events, parallel join gateway, parallel fork gateway, data-based XOR decision gateway and XOR merge gateway mapping BPEL. Because of the hierarchical decomposition of components to generate the BPEL code, the generated code has good maintainability and expansibility.
